Recognition of periodically interrupted sentences (with an interruption rate of 1.5 Hz, 50% duty cycle) was investigated under conditions of spectral degradation, implemented with a noiseband vocoder, with and without additional unprocessed low-pass filtered speech (cutoff frequency 500 Hz). Intelligibility of interrupted speech decreased with increasing spectral degradation. For all spectral degradation conditions, however, adding the unprocessed low-pass filtered speech enhanced the intelligibility. The improvement at 4 and 8 channels was higher than the improvement at 16 and 32 channels: 19% and 8%, on average, respectively. The Articulation Index predicted an improvement of 0.09, in a scale from 0 to 1. Thus, the improvement at poorest spectral degradation conditions was larger than what would be expected from additional speech information. Therefore, the results implied that the fine temporal cues from the unprocessed low-frequency speech, such as the additional voice pitch cues, helped perceptual integration of temporally interrupted and spectrally degraded speech, especially when the spectral degradations were severe. Considering the vocoder processing as a cochlear implant simulation, where implant users' performance is closest to 4 and 8-channel vocoder performance, the results support additional benefit of low-frequency acoustic input in combined electric-acoustic stimulation for perception of temporally degraded speech.
Introduction
Recognition of periodically interrupted speech by normalhearing listeners can be remarkably good, even when a substantial amount of speech information is removed (Miller and Licklider, 1950; Schnotz et al., 2009) . Such high level performance with speech that is temporally degraded and reduced in redundancy is attributed to the topedown compensation and effective use of expectations, context, and linguistic rules (Bashford et al., 1992) . The minimal disruption of the temporal gaps to speech intelligibility, therefore, implies a successful perceptual grouping of speech segments across the temporal gaps.
Studies with hearing-impaired listeners and users of cochlear implants have shown a deficiency in recognition of temporally interrupted speech (Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Nelson and Jin, 2004; Baş kent, 2010; Baş kent et al., 2010; Chatterjee et al., 2010; Jin and Nelson, 2010) . This deficiency implies that degradations in bottom-up speech signal, either due to hearing impairment or fronteend processing of hearing devices, may make topedown compensation more difficult. Additionally, topedown processing capabilities could be decreased due to advanced age. Consequently, these listeners may not be able to temporally integrate the speech segments and restore speech into a speech stream that can be decoded properly at higher levels of the auditory system, or the higher level processing in the system itself may be compromised.
One of the important cues for perceptual grouping is the fundamental frequency (F0, or voicing pitch; Cusack and Carlyon, 2004; Chang et al., 2006) . In normal-hearing, the most salient pitch cues are perceived through a place coding mechanism that uses the resolved low-numbered harmonics, and less salient cues are perceived through a temporal coding mechanism that uses the temporal fine structure. In cochlear implant signal processing, envelopes extracted in a small number of spectral bands modulate electrical pulses delivered at a fixed stimulation rate. The processed signal, therefore, is reduced in spectral resolution and most temporal fine structure carrier information is removed. As a result, pitch cues from resolved low-numbered harmonics and temporal fine structure are minimal (Turner et al., 2004; Qin and Oxenham, 2006) . In cochlear implant users with residual hearing, however, even if the residual hearing is only confined to low frequencies, the low-numbered harmonics in the acoustic signal may be sufficiently resolved, providing salient voice pitch cues. In fact, substantial improvement has been observed in the simulations of combined electric-acoustic hearing and the actual implant listeners with residual hearing with tasks that require strong pitch cues, such as perception of music, concurrent vowels, and speech in complex background noise (Turner et al., 2004; Kong et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2006; Qin and Oxenham, 2006; Arehart et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010) .
In the present study, we hypothesized that the salient voice pitch cues from unprocessed low-frequency speech would help listeners to form a stronger sense of continuity across temporally interrupted speech segments, and this would lead to better grouping of the segments into one source, enhancing the interpolation (or restoring) of the missing speech information, under conditions of spectral degradation/simulation of cochlear implant processing.
Materials and methods

Participants
Young normal-hearing listeners were recruited for the study, to eliminate potential effects of cognitive changes that may occur due to aging. Twelve normal-hearing listeners, ages between 17 and 33 years (average of 23 years), participated in the study. Their puretone thresholds were less than 20 dB HL at the audiometric frequencies of 250e6000 Hz in both ears. All participants were native speakers of Dutch. The listeners were recruited through the Psychology Department of the University of Groningen and received credit for participation. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Psychology Department of the University of Groningen, and written informed consents were collected from the listeners prior to the participation.
Stimuli
Speech stimuli were Dutch sentences, recorded at Vrij University (VU), Amsterdam (Versfeld et al., 2000) . The VU database has 78 balanced lists of 13 grammatically and syntactically correct, meaningful and contextual sentences. The sentences represent conversational speech and are semantically neutral. There are 4e9 words in each sentence, and 74 to 88 words in each list. Half of the sentences were spoken by a male talker and the other half by a female talker. The male talker's voice pitch range was 80e160 Hz and the female talker's was 120e290 Hz. The speakers spoke with a similar rate to each other, with around an average duration of 325 ms per word, as estimated from the initial ten sentence recordings for each speaker. Despite the similarity in speech materials and speaking rates between the two talkers, Versfeld et al. (2000) have reported that the overall intelligibility varied. Therefore, the performances with different speakers will not be compared to each other in the present study. Instead, the scores will be pooled with the purpose of enhanced generalization of the results.
Signal processing
The speech stimuli were first interrupted by modulating with a periodic square-wave envelope, and then spectrally reduced with noiseband vocoder processing, without or with unprocessed lowfrequency speech (details given in the subsequent sections). This order in signal processing was preferred, as the secondary aim of the present study was to use the vocoder processing without and with unprocessed low-frequency speech as simulations of cochlear implant processing and combined electric-acoustic hearing, respectively. Hence, we simulated speech temporally interrupted before it arrived at the microphones of the auditory devices.
Periodic temporal interruptions
Periodic temporal interruptions were applied to the sentences by modulating with a square-wave envelope. The interruption rate was 1.5 Hz, which produced on and off speech phases of 333 ms duration each (50% duty cycle). Based on a pilot and previous studies (Miller and Licklider, 1950; Powers and Speaks, 1973; Nelson and Jin, 2004; Gilbert et al., 2007) , this slow interruption rate was selected to yield maximal changes in speech perception with temporal interruptions and to leave maximum space for potential improvement in performance with the addition of the low-frequency speech cues, while avoiding floor and ceiling effects. A 5 ms raised cosine at the onset and offset of the speech segments prevented distortions due to spectral splatter.
Spectral degradation
Spectral degradation was implemented with noiseband vocoder (NBV) processing, which has been widely used as a simulation of cochlear implant processing (Dudley, 1939; Shannon et al., 1995) . In the NBV, 4, 8, 16, and 32 channels were implemented. The entire spectral range of the vocoder processing was limited to 150e7000 Hz, a range similar to that of real cochlear implants. The lower and higher limits of the spectral range were first converted into corresponding cochlear distances, using the Greenwood mapping function (Greenwood, 1990) . Then the individual spectral ranges (in mm) were calculated by dividing the entire cochlear length into equal distances and the ranges in mm were converted into corresponding frequencies in Hz with the mapping function. The resulting frequency cut-offs of individual frequency bands are shown in Table 1 . These cutoff frequencies applied to both analysis and synthesis filters. The envelopes were extracted from analysis filters by half-wave rectification, followed by a low-pass Butterworth filter (18 dB/oct) with a cutoff frequency of 160 Hz. Filtering white noise with the synthesis filters produced the carrier noise bands. The noise carriers in each channel were modulated with the corresponding extracted envelope. The processed speech was the sum of the modulated noise bands from all vocoder channels.
Unprocessed low-pass filtered speech
The main question of the present study was how adding unprocessed low-frequency speech (LP500) would change the performance with temporally interrupted and spectrally degraded sentences. NBV combined with LP500 can be considered as a simulation of combined electric-acoustic stimulation (Turner et al., 2004) . LP500 was produced by low-pass filtering unprocessed speech with a Butterworth filter (18 dB/oct) with a cutoff frequency of 500 Hz. The cutoff value was mainly based on previous studies (Turner et al., 2004; Qin and Oxenham, 2006; Brown and Bacon, 2009a) , but it also closely resembled the range of residual hearing observed with real implant users (Reiss et al., 2007; Büchner et al., 2009) . The order of the filter was relatively low, imitating listeners with very good residual hearing (for example, S7 in Zhang et al., 2010) . The low-pass filtered speech was incorporated into processed stimuli by replacing low-frequency vocoder channels, as shown in Table 1 . Fig. 1 shows the spectra of temporally interrupted and spectrally degraded wideband noise signals, taken from the database, each matching the long-term speech spectrum for male and female talkers (left and right panels, respectively). The top and bottom panels show the spectra with worst and best spectral degradation conditions, respectively. The spectra were calculated from the first 5 s of the noise samples, using Audacity spectrum analyzer with a Hanning window of size 512. For reference, spectra of unprocessed and interrupted noise are also shown.
Using the spectra shown in the figure, the Articulation Index (AI; ANSI S3. 5-1969R, 1986 ) was calculated to predict the improvement in intelligibility due to the addition of LP500. AI is a measure of audibility, in a scale from 0.0 to 1.0, that is proportionate to the audible average speech energy above the hearing thresholds and/or not masked by background noise. It is based on earlier work by Fletcher and colleagues who performed low-pass and high-pass filtering on speech until each portion produced equal intelligibility (Fletcher and Steinberg, 1929; French and Steinberg, 1947) . Studebaker and Sherbecoe (1993) further refined the method, developing a spectral weighting function to determine the contribution of different frequencies to the overall intelligibility. The AI and its variations have since been used to predict speech intelligibility with hearing impairment and hearing aids (Pavlovic et al., Fig. 1 . Spectra of noise matching the long-term speech spectrum of male and female talkers, shown after periodic temporal interruptions and highest (4-channels) and lowest (32-channels) spectral degradations were applied. The spectra of unprocessed and only-interrupted noise are added as a reference. 1986; Pavlovic, 1991), cochlear implants (Shannon et al., 2002; Faulkner et al., 2003) , and other distortions, such as reverberation (Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980) . In the AI calculations of the present study, LP500 spectrum was the average speech spectrum. Because portions of it were masked by the accompanying NBV processing in the higher frequencies, the NBV-processed part was the average noise spectrum. The audiometric thresholds were that of normal-hearing, i.e., 0 dB HL at all frequencies. With these calculations, AI predicted an improvement of 0.09 (or 9% in percent correct) due to the additional audible speech information provided by LP500.
The effects of temporal interruption, spectral degradation, and adding low-frequency speech are further shown in Fig. 2 with one sentence spoken by the male talker. The figure shows spectrograms of the original waveform (in the upper panel) and the processed stimuli (in the lower panels). The middle panels show the spectrograms with 4-channel conditions, similar to the processing shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 1 . The lower panels show the spectrograms with 32-channel conditions, similar to the processing shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 1 . The left and right panels show the effects of temporal interruption and spectral degradation without and with additional LP500, respectively. In each panel, the solid line shows the F0 pitch contours. The spectrograms and the pitch contours were calculated using PRAAT software (Boersma, 2001) with standard settings, except for the spectral bandwidth of 0e7000 Hz, a window length of 50 ms, the choice of Hamming window instead of Gaussian, and a dynamic range of 50 dB. To make the spectrogram details more visible, especially at the lower frequencies where the harmonics can be observed, the high-frequency pre-emphasis filter was turned off. The standard settings for the spectrogram were a time step of 2 ms and a frequency step of 20 Hz. The standard pitch calculation was based on the autocorrelation method, with a frequency range of 75e600 Hz.
In the original spectrogram in the upper panel, spectral details, such as the harmonics of the voice pitch, the pitch contours, and the formants, are visible. In the spectrograms in the left panels, which show the effect of temporal interruption and spectral degradation due to NBV processing, the harmonics and the pitch contours are mostly not visible. The spectrogram in the lower left panel shows that, at higher spectral resolution of 32 channels, some formants are recovered, but only a very small ratio of pitch contours is accurately estimated. After LP500 is added, as shown in the right panels, the lower voice harmonics are discernible and the pitch contours are accurately estimated, at both spectral degradation conditions of 4 and 32 channels. This figure again emphasizes that adding LP500 brings back the voice pitch cues that were lost as a result of NBV processing. 
Experimental set-up
The listeners were seated in an anechoic chamber facing a touchscreen monitor. The routing of the stimuli was through the S/PDIF output of the external Echo AudioFire 4 soundcard that was connected to the Lavry DA10 D/A converter. The stimuli were then presented diotically with Sennheiser HD 600 headphones to the listener.
Procedure
A Matlab program was used for signal processing and playback of the stimuli. With a Matlab Graphical User Interface (GUI), the listener could control the pace of the experiment, by pressing "Next" button on a touchscreen monitor, when they were ready for the next sentence. The presentation level of the stimuli was 60 dBA (as measured at the headphone output that was placed on Bernie, the KEMAR head). A short tone was played before each sentence to alert the listener to the stimulus. The listeners heard one sentence at a time and immediately repeated what they heard. They were instructed to say any words they have heard even if they had to guess or even if they could understand only one word. The responses from the listeners were recorded during the test with a digital voice recorder and were later transcribed by a student assistant, who did not know the experimental conditions. All words of the sentences were included in the scoring. The percent correct scores were calculated from the ratio of the number of the correctly identified words to the total number of the words within each list.
Listeners of the present study were naïve. Before actual data collection, a short practice was given with one sentence list with uninterrupted 4-channel vocoder processing. An intelligibility score of 30% was accepted as threshold, based on pilot data with more experienced listeners. The practice run was repeated with each listener until the threshold was reached. During data collection, half of the listeners were first tested with NBV conditions without LP500, and the other half first with NBV conditions with LP500. In each block of data collection, the order of the conditions was random. For each condition, one list of thirteen sentences was used and no list was repeated for any of the listeners. No feedback was provided during training or data collection. Fig. 3 shows the mean percent correct scores, combined for male and female talkers, as a function of spectral degradation. The top panel shows the intelligibility with temporally interrupted and spectrally degraded speech, with or without the LP500 (open and filled symbols, respectively). The gray score shows the effect of interruptions alone, with no spectral degradation. The lower panel shows the difference in performance with and without LP500, hence these results show the improvement in performance as a result of adding LP500 to NBV. The dashed line shows the improvement predicted by the AI calculations.
Results
Similar to previous studies, the performance with interruptions only, shown with the gray symbols, was high, 68% on average. When spectral degradation was added with NBV, as shown by the black symbols, there was a significant reduction in performance. Even at the highest number of the vocoder channels, 32, the performance at 56% was significantly lower than the baseline score of 68% (paired t-test, p < 0.01).
In general, reducing the number of the vocoder channels reduced the performance, both with NBV and NBV with LP500, implying a negative effect of spectral degradation on intelligibility of interrupted speech. However, for all numbers of vocoder channels, the performance with LP500 was higher than without.
A repeated-measures two-factor ANOVA showed significant main effects of the number of vocoder channels (F ¼ 246.54, p < 0.001) and the presence/absence of LP500 (F ¼ 89.48, p < 0.001). A posthoc Tukey test indicated that the improvement due to LP500 was significant at all vocoder-channel conditions. There was also a significant interaction between these factors (F ¼ 7.08, p < 0.001), implying that the amount of the improvement due to LP500 differed at different numbers of channels. In fact, the lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the varying effect. An improvement of 18e19% was observed at smaller numbers of channels (4, 8) that was larger than both the improvement of 7e9% observed at higher numbers of channels (16, 32) and the predicted improvement of 9% by the AI.
Discussion
The baseline percent correct scores with interrupted speech showed that normal-hearing listeners can achieve high levels of intelligibility even when a significant amount of speech information is missing, similar to previous findings (Miller and Licklider, 1950; Nelson and Jin, 2004; Gilbert et al., 2007; Chatterjee et al., 2010) . However, once speech was also spectrally degraded with noiseband vocoder processing, performance dropped significantly. At 4-channels of processing, for example, the performance was very low, at around 5% on average. Nelson and Jin, (2004) reported similar low speech perception performance with slow interruption rates of 1e2 Hz. Even at the mildest spectral degradation condition of 32 channels, the performance was significantly lower than the baseline by 12 percentage points. With a similar finding, Chatterjee et al. concluded that even a minimal spectral degradation in the bottom-up signal made a top-down restoration more difficult. Such spectral degradation occurs inherently in cochlear implants, for reasons such as limited number of electrodes, irregular patterns in surviving neurons and the proximity of the electrodes to them, and possible channel interactions due to current spread and cross-talk between multiple electrodes (Friesen et al., 2001; Fu and Nogaki, 2005) , and this is possibly one of the factors contributing to reduced performance by implant users with interrupted speech (Nelson and Jin, 2004; Chatterjee et al., 2010 ).
An important cue in perceptual grouping is pitch, which is not strongly delivered in cochlear implants due to reduced spectral resolution and temporal fine structure. In the present study, we hypothesized that adding unprocessed low-pass filtered speech to the interrupted and spectrally degraded speech would improve the performance. The hypothesis was based on the idea that the lowfrequency speech would provide salient voice pitch cues that are consistent across speech segments, and these would help listeners to form a stronger sense of continuity and better grouping of these segments into a single speech signal, which in return would help restore the speech into a stream that can be decoded more easily and effectively with top-down resources from the higher level auditory system. Previous studies have shown that such narrowband low-frequency speech by itself provides minimal intelligibility, for example in background noise (Kong et al., 2005) . Therefore, the main advantage it provides is considered to be stronger low-frequency voicing cues (Qin and Oxenham, 2006; Brown and Bacon, 2009a ) that possibly help segregating speech segments from background noise and grouping the appropriate temporal cues to identify the speech signal (Chang et al., 2006) . In the present study, using the AI model, we predicted that the additional intelligibility provided from the audible portions of LP500 would be 9%. The observed improvement was the same as the predicted improvement at large numbers of NBV channels (16 and 32). At small numbers of NBV channels (4 and 8), however, an improvement larger than predicted was observed, at 18e19%. Hence, at worst spectral degradation conditions, the contribution from LP500 was more than would be expected from added speech information alone. We have attributed this benefit to the additional effects from other speech cues especially important for perceptual grouping, such as the voice pitch cues. Thus, the present data supported the hypothesis that additional voice pitch cues from the unprocessed low-frequency speech provide a strong bottom-up cue and help perceptual integration and topedown compensation/ restoration of interrupted and spectrally degraded speech, especially at poor spectral resolution conditions.
In a similar study, based on similar reasoning explained above, Chatterjee et al. (2010) hypothesized that changing F0 contours would affect perception of interrupted and spectrally degraded speech. However, the hypothesis was not supported by the data; there was no difference in performance when natural or flattened F0 contours were used. A comparison between the present study and the study by Chatterjee et al. implies that while the presence or absence of the low-frequency F0 cues is important for perceptual grouping of interrupted and spectrally degraded speech, the shape of the existing F0 contours does not seem to be. Note that there were a number of differences between the two studies. Chatterjee et al. used a vocoder simulation where the envelope cutoff frequency was high, 400 Hz, which preserved more F0 cues in the NBV. In the present study, the cutoff frequency of the envelope filter was 160 Hz, a lower value than the Chatterjee study. In addition, the interruption rate used by Chatterjee et al. was faster at 5 Hz, compared to the interruption rate of the present study at 1.5 Hz. Different interruption rates leave out different speech structures, possibly producing different effects on intelligibility and on topedown restoration of interrupted speech (Nelson and Jin, 2004; Gilbert et al., 2007 ; Baş kent et al., 2010). These differences may have contributed to generally lower scores with interrupted and spectrally degraded speech of the present study, leaving more room for improvement. Regardless, all results combined, the presence or absence of the F0 cues seems to be a more important factor than varying the inherent F0 contours for interrupted speech perception with spectral degradations of implant processing. This point was further supported by studies by Bacon (2009a, 2009b) . They showed that adding a simple tone at F0 that was amplitude-modulated with speech envelope was sufficient to produce an improvement in speech perception with implants and implant simulations.
The results of the present study have practical implications for cochlear implants. The noiseband vocoder processing can be considered as a simulation of cochlear implant processing, while the additional unprocessed low-pass filtered speech can be considered as a simulation of the acoustic input in combined electric-acoustic stimulation. The results of the present study, therefore, imply an additional advantage of combined electricacoustic stimulation, namely stronger grouping with electricacoustic stimulation than the implant alone.
There are a number of factors that may potentially limit the applicability of these results to actual users of implants. The first such factor is the level of the hearing thresholds for residual hearing, which may not be as good as simulated in the present study. Hence, the listeners may have less access to the lowfrequency speech cues. On a similar note, the AI prediction of the present study may differ once applied to the implant population. A second factor is a potential degradation in the top-down mechanisms themselves, for example, due to aging. In the present study, the listeners were young, potentially with best cognitive capacity, and therefore all results were attributed to the changes in signal processing. In real implant listeners, the cognitive abilities may vary and therefore produce a different outcome. On the other hand, the results showed that the effect was strongest at smaller numbers of vocoder channels, 4 and 8. This is a positive finding for implant users, considering that Friesen et al. (2001) have shown that spectral resolution by implant users was functionally closest to 4 to 8-channel vocoder simulations for perception of speech in quiet and in noise, and Nelson and Jin (2004, Fig. 6 ) have shown that implant users' performance was close to 4-channel vocoder simulation for perception of temporally interrupted speech. As a result, the present findings imply that the additional acoustic input has great potential to help implant users with residual hearing in complex listening environments.
